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Distance Traveled : count the spaces on the meter stick. and multiply by 09m. V &'

1. How far did the rocket move between the first and second frames?
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Change in Time (At) = count frame "steps" and divide that number of {iarre steps by the frame rate (# of ffames per second)
Velocity: distance traveled / elapsed time
Change in Velocity (Av) : second velocity rninus first velocity
Acceleration (a) = Av/At
Force = rna

**Note: There's no such thing as "f?ame I %." However, "fiarne 1 %" is the easiest way to describe the position half way between frame 1

and frame 2. So, even though there really is no "fiame 1 t/r," that term will be used to describe the interval between frames.

Practice (set 1) : Figure 1 shows pictures of a rocket taken with a movie camera. The frame rate is 30fos
(frames per second). The stick next to the rocket is marked in 1Ocm (0.lm) increments. In
Figure 1, you can see four video frames. Fig I
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2. What was the change in time between the first and second frames?
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3. What was the rocket's average velocity at frame I Yz (between the firs-

9. What was the rocket's acceleration betw
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7. What was the cJranqe
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ge in time (At) between frame I Y, and frame 3 Yz?
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8. What was the change in velocity (Av) between frame 7 Yz andf1ame3 Yr?
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6. What was the rocket's averagb velocity at frame 3 % (between the third and fourth frames)? (in
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10, If the rocket's average mass between

was accelerating the rocket?
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Fig2
Mass:
0.3kg

Fig 4

Mass:
0.4kg
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Fig 6

Mass:
0.5kg

Fig 7

Mass:
0.4kg
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Distance traveled
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Distance traveled at max
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Av from frame I %to
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At from frame I Yzto
max velocity 0.06{ s 0, 1s 0, {;$* *, 15 fr, * 6€r .d+ l-

Average acceleration
from frame I /zto max
velocity 7Z*/F /{Z*fi2 ryp*f6" &4* 876*3'* ZZs4z
Average force of rocket
thrust from frame I %to
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